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ABSTRACT
The inherent asymmetry of read and write speeds of flash
memory poses great challenges for buffer management de-
sign. Most of existing flash-based buffer management poli-
cies adopt disk-oriented strategies by giving a specific prior-
ity to dirty pages, while not fully exploiting the characteris-
tics of the flash memory. In this paper, we propose a novel
buffer replacement algorithm named FOR, which stands
for F lash-based Operation-aware buffer Replacement. The
core idea of FOR is based on novel operation-aware page
weight determination for buffer replacement. The weight
metric not only measures the locality of read/write opera-
tions on a page, but also takes the cost difference of read/write
operations into account. We further develop an efficient im-
plementation FOR+ with the time complexity of O(1) for
each operation. Experiments on synthetic and benchmark
traces demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed strategy,
which yields better performance compared with some state-
of-the-art flash-based buffer management policies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.4 [DATABASEMANAGEMENT]: Systems—Query
processing

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Performance

Keywords
Flash memory, SSD, Buffer management, Operation aware

1. INTRODUCTION
Flash memory has dominated the storage for portable de-

vices due to its advantages of light weight, power saving and
shock resistance. With the increasing capacity and dropping
price, flash-based solid state drive (SSD, or flash disks) has
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emerged as a popular storage for enterprise applications [7,
20]. Due to the characteristics of flash based storage, flash-
based data structures and search algorithms [4, 14, 16, 18,
29, 30] on database systems have become a fruitful research
field. Buffer manager is another core component in database
systems, and the buffer replacement strategies need to be re-
visited on the flash-based storage.

The effectiveness of buffer management policies can heav-
ily influence the performance of database systems. While
flash disks have much better I/O performance than hard
disks, they are still over two orders of magnitude slower than
the main memory. An effective policy can reduce the num-
ber of costly disk accesses, and boost the overall performance
of the database system. Thus there have been considerable
interests in buffer management algorithms for database sys-
tems. Traditional disk-based policies [10, 8] mainly aim at
reducing the rate of buffer misses that cause disk accesses.
When a buffer page needs to be replaced, the victim is cho-
sen based on the recency and/or frequency of the accesses
on the page. However, minimizing the cache miss rate may
achieve a sub-optimal I/O performance on flash-based sys-
tems. This is because, compared with hard disks, flash disks
have an inherent feature, namely read-write asymmetry. The
read-write asymmetry is that, write operations can be an or-
der of magnitude slower than reads on the flash disk. Due
to this asymmetry, buffer manager must distinguish read
and write operations. For example, the benefit of keeping a
write-intensive page tends to be higher than that of keeping
a read-intensive one.

A number of buffer management policies [11, 12, 19, 21,
25] have been proposed to address the read-write asymme-
try on the flash disk. Most of them adopt the disk-oriented
buffer replacement strategies, such as LRU (Least Recently
Used) and LIRS [8], but give a higher priority to the dirty
pages to be kept in the buffer. The intuition is straightfor-
ward: replacement of a dirty page introduces a write on the
flash disk, which is much more expensive than evicting a
clean page. For example, CFLRU [25] maintains a window
at the least used end of the LRU queue. Within the win-
dow, clean pages are preferred as victims and dirty pages are
considered only when there is no clean page in the window.
A series of WSR [11, 12] (Write Sequential Reorder) meth-
ods give another chance to a dirty page upon its eviction.
While existing flash-based algorithms improve the perfor-
mance of database systems on the flash disk, they simply
improve the traditional disk-based buffer replacement poli-
cies with the consideration of current pages’ states, and the
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temporal locality of the future operations is ignored. When
multiple write operations perform on a dirty page, they re-
sult in at most one write operation, if the page is kept in the
buffer. On the other hand, the dirty page that has no future
write operations or has been inactive for long time should
be evicted to free the precious buffer resource. Therefore,
both the page state and the future operations are important
for the buffer management.

In this paper, we argue for an integral combination be-
tween the future operations and the page state to define the
hotness of a page in the buffer. The combination also takes
the asymmetry of read and write speeds of the flash disk
into account. The output of the combination is to assign
a deliberate weight to each page in the buffer. The lower
weight indicates that it is more likely to be a victim page.
We start with quantifying the benefit of keeping a page in
the buffer by distinguishing the page state (clean or dirty)
and its next operation (read or write). For example, given a
dirty page with a next operation (read), we can save a page
read if we keep the page in the buffer. As for future opera-
tions, we introduce inter-operation distance (IOD) and the
operation recency (OR) for a page operation to quantify its
frequency and recency, respectively. Partial weights based
on the metrics are finally combined into one.

We further design the algorithms of FOR, a F lash-based
Operation-aware buffer Replacement policy. The core com-
ponent of FOR is the page weight calculation. A naive
policy is to maintain the weight of each page upon each op-
eration, and to choose the page with the lowest weight as
the victim. However, this naive policy requires O(n) time
to handle a page operation, where n is the number of dis-
tinct pages that have been accessed. This is not efficient in
real database systems. Therefore, we develop an approxi-
mated version of FOR, named FOR+. The approximation
adopts the metrics of the weight with binary representations
to approximate the combination of operation type and page
state. Additionally, FOR+ embraces novel data structures
to estimate the hotness of page operation and to select the
victim page for buffer replacement. The proposed FOR+

algorithm requires only O(1) for each operation access in
the buffer on average.

We evaluate the performance of the proposed buffer re-
placement approaches by comparing with the state-of-the-
art flash-based algorithms. The experiments are conducted
on both synthetic and real traces from public benchmarks
including TPC-C, TPC-B, and TATP [3], and our experi-
mental study shows that FOR+ approach is superior to the
other buffer replacement methods.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
review the related work in Section 2. We present the op-
eration aware weight determination strategy in Section 3,
followed by the implementation of our buffer algorithms in
Section 4. Section 5 delivers the experimental results. Fi-
nally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we briefly introduce the background on

flash memory, and review the related work on disk- and
flash-based buffer management.

2.1 Flash Memory
Based on the characteristics of flash-based storage, we

identify two following challenges for existing disk-based I/O

systems. We refer readers to some recent studies [5, 6] for
more details on flash memory.

• Asymmetry of I/O: Random write operations are
much slower than reads, due to the costly erase oper-
ations. Note that, read latency and write latency of
SSDs vary significantly for different brands. System
components such as indexing and buffer management
should be aware of this asymmetry.

• Low access latency: Flash disks are over an order
of magnitude faster than hard disks. Such a low ac-
cess latency prohibits complicated data structures and
algorithms with high computational overhead. For ex-
ample, selecting a victim in the buffer management
should be simple to compensate the I/O benefit.

Flash-based databases have become a hot topic for several
years. Detailed studies [5, 6] have been conducted to reveal
the internal I/O feature of flash disks. Lee et al. [16] pro-
posed an in-page logging strategy to reduce the number of
writes. They [17] further performed extensive experiments
on a commercial DBMS, which show that flash can improve
the overall performance of DBMS especially in logging. A
disk-flash mixed storage system [14] is proposed to adopt the
merits of both hard disks and flashes. Flash-optimized data
structures are developed to improve indexing performance
in databases [30, 4, 18].

2.2 Buffer Management
Buffer management is a critical issue in database systems.

There is a long stream of research on designing effective
buffer replacement strategies, and many approaches have
been proposed. LRU (Least Recently Used) and LFU (Least
Frequently Used) are two classic buffer replacement policies
for recency and frequency, respectively. Many approaches
were proposed to combine the advantages of recency and
frequency [22, 15, 28, 26]. Maximizing the buffer hit rate
is the main goal of these disk-oriented buffer management
strategies. This goal is no longer valid on the flash disk, due
to the asymmetry of read and write speeds. This asymmetry
calls for new buffer management policies on the flash disk.

A number of flash-based buffer management policies have
recently been developed to improve the efficiency of tradi-
tional disk-based policies on the flash disk. FAB [9] and
BPLRU [13] are two erase block-level buffer management
strategies. They are both designed for embedded flash de-
vices. Most existing buffer management policies on flash
disk adopt existing disk-based policies by delaying dirty page
eviction. CFLRU [25] defines a window in the least recently
used end of the LRU queue. All the clean pages in the win-
dow are evicted first; dirty pages are evicted only when there
is no clean page in the window. LIRS-WSR [12] and LRU-
WSR [11] are adopted from LIRS and LRU, respectively.
Both of them give higher priority to dirty pages, evicting a
dirty page when it is selected as victim at the second time.
CCF-LRU [19] improves LRU-WSR by dividing clean pages
into hot and cold ones according to the access frequency.
The eviction of a clean page is performed on the cold clean
pages first and then on the hot clean pages. CASA [23] or-
ganizes the buffer as clean page list and dirty page list. De-
pending on the read/write cost ratio, it dynamically adjusts
the size of the two lists. The decision of these flash-based
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algorithms (except CCF-LRU) is solely based on the cur-
rent page state. However, the current page state itself is not
sufficient to determine whether the page is a victim or not.
Our approach remedies this by taking both the page state
and the operation temporal locality into account.

By design, CCFLRU is inferior to FOR. CCFLRU fails
to detect the hot clean page. When dirty pages fully occupy
the entire buffer, it is very difficult for clean ones to get
buffer back. This weakness is due to the design of CCFLRU.
CCFLRU contains two lists: Cold Clean LRU (CCL) List
and Mixed LRU (ML) List. Pages in the CCL list are evicted
first. As a result, the CCL list decreases as the system goes,
and the CCL list is likely to become empty. In this case, after
a newly read page is inserted into the CCL list, this page is
evicted immediately when a new page is required. Therefore,
unless a page is read twice continuously, a clean page never
has a chance to become hot. In comparison, FOR does not
have this problem, because the read operation information
is maintained even after the page is evicted. Therefore, a
clean page has the opportunity to become hot when it is
read again in FOR.

Write clustering has been considered as an effective tech-
nique in reducing the total cost [24, 27]. CFDC [24] en-
hances CFLRU by clustering dirty pages and evicting them
as a batch. Similar techniques are used in recently-evicted-
first algorithm [27]. Evicting dirty pages as a cluster is an
orthogonal solution for buffer management, and it can be
integrated into our policy easily to further improve the per-
formance.

3. OPERATION AWARE WEIGHT DETER-
MINATION

In this section, we present our operation aware strategy
to determine the weight of each page for buffer replacement.
The weight determination takes the asymmetry of read and
write speeds as well as operation-wise statistics such as fre-
quency and recency into account. Table 1 facilitates fast
checking on the notations used throughout this paper.

Table 1: Parameters Used in This Paper
Parameters Description

Wp Weight of page p
He Hotness of a page operation e

IODr, IODw Inter-operation distances of read and
write respectively

ORr , ORw Operation recency of read and write
respectively

Sbuffer Buffer size (pages)
Cr, Cw Time cost of reading and writing a

page respectively
CtIO Total I/O cost of accessing flash de-

vice
Ctb Total buffer cost
Ndf Total number of dirty pages flushed

(when the system terminates or per-
forms checkpoint)

LUpper, LLower Length of Upper queue and Lower
queue in FOR+ respectively

Rcold Ratio of cold pages in the buffer

3.1 Effect of Page State
Read and write operations have similar costs in traditional

disk-based database system. Thus, the primary target of
buffer management for disk-based databases is to maximize
the hit rate of buffer, ignoring what kind of operation is
hit. Since the read/write characteristics of flash memory
are different from those of hard disk, existing flash-based
algorithms further consider cost difference of read/writes,
and try to keep more dirty pages in the buffer to reduce the
expensive cost of writes to the disk.

Most existing studies adopt total I/O cost to evaluate the
performance of buffer replacement strategies. I/O cost may
come in two ways. 1) At the run time, a buffer miss will
incur a read from the disk device and may incur a write
if the evicted page is dirty. 2) At the end of running or
checkpointing, system will flush all the dirty pages in the
buffer, where the number of writes performed is according
to the number of dirty pages. Thus, by accumulating these
two parts, we get the following formula for total I/O cost,
where Cr and Cw stand for the time cost of performing a
read and a write, respectively, and Ndf stands for number
of dirty pages which we need to flush at the end of running
or checkpointing.

CtIO =
∑

all buffer misses

(Cr + evicted dirty?Cw : 0)

+NdfCw

(1)

The above formula is obtained by counting the I/O opera-
tions to the flash device. However, this is not convenient for
buffer performance analysis, as it needs to know whether the
evicted page is dirty and the number of dirty pages in the
cache. Hence, we transfer the formula from the perspective
of buffer operations. In the following analysis, we consider
the operations to buffer instead of operations to flash device.
We define buffer cost to be the cost of each operation to the
buffer. Clearly, the buffer cost is subject to whether this
operation is a hit or a miss as well as the operation type.
We obtain buffer cost for each case in Table 2. The clean or
dirty in the table refer to the page state before eviction if
the operation is a miss.

Table 2: Buffer Cost for Different Operation Types

Operation
Clean Dirty

miss hit miss hit
read Cr 0 Cr 0
write Cr + Cw Cw Cr +Cw 0

It can be observed that a write operation causes a cost of
Cr+Cw for a buffer miss while a read causes Cr. A write hit
on clean page also results in a cost of Cw. This is because
the clean page turns dirty and needs to be written back in
the future. For a trace, we can get cost from this table for
each operation. Summing up these costs, we get the total
buffer cost, recorded as Ctb. By comparing the number of
read and write operation to flash device respectively, we have
Ctb = CtIO, i.e., the total buffer cost is the same as the total
I/O cost.

We further derive the I/O time reduced by keeping a page
in the buffer (defined as buffer benefit. By comparing miss
and hit costs in Table 2, we obtain the buffer benefit of reads
and writes in Table 3. Suppose a page is currently held by
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Table 3: Buffer Benefit on One Page Operation
Future Operation Clean Dirty

Read Cr Cr

Write Cr Cr+Cw

the buffer waiting for some future operations. There are
four cases in total according to the combination of future
operations and page states, and each case is analyzed as
follows.

1. Read on clean page: This means the current state
of the page is clean and the next operation on this page
is a read operation. If we keep the page in buffer, the
page can be used directly without accessing the flash
disk, i.e., no extra I/O time is needed. Otherwise, the
page has to be loaded into buffer first, a flash read
takes place. Thus, I/O time reduced is Cr in this case.

2. Read on dirty page: Similar analysis can be done as
case 1. If the dirty page is kept in buffer, the operation
cost is zero as we can access the buffered page directly.
Otherwise, the cost is Cr. The I/O time of dirty page
write back is not calculated because this write back
will eventually happen afterwards.

3. Write on clean page: If the page is kept in the
buffer, it will turn dirty. Otherwise, the page should
be loaded into the buffer first which incurs read cost,
then the page also turns dirty. Hence, the benefit of
using buffer is Cr.

4. Write on dirty page: As the page is dirty, the write
operation can be merged with the previous one if the
page is reserved in the buffer, and hence the write cost
is saved. On the contrary, a page write to the flash
memory will be introduced if the page is evicted, and
a page read is used to load it into the buffer. Conse-
quently, the buffer benefit is Cr+Cw.

Only the immediately succeeding operation is enough for
victim decision, because no matter whether a page is kept
in the buffer, after the following operation, the page will
certainly reside in buffer. Thus, the current victim decision
can only affect the cost of the immediately following read
and write operation. It can be observed from the table that
the costs reduced by buffering a dirty page are totally differ-
ent, which are affected by succeeding read/write operation
on the dirty page. Therefore, not only the page state but
also the future operation should be considered to determine
an appropriate victim for buffer replacement.

3.2 Effect of Operation Locality
How to make full use of the information provided by oper-

ation sequence to estimate the hotness of a page is a key issue
to solve in our operation-aware buffer management strategy.
We denote a page operation as a pair e=〈p, m〉, where p de-
notes the page to be accessed, and m is the access mode
(m ∈ {read, write}). Thus ei=ej means that ei.p=ej.p and
ei.m=ej .m. A reference sequence is a sequence of n page
operations, S = e1, e2, ..., en, where ei is a page opera-
tion. The latest operation is recorded as elatest. We say
ei ≺ ej , if i < j in the sequence, and ei � ej , if i ≤ j. And
we define the previous same operation of e as ps(e) = ei if

(ei = e) ∧ ¬∃ej((ej = e) ∧ (ei ≺ ej ≺ e)). Note that ps(e)
may be null.

Buffering the hot pages can generally increase the hit ratio
of buffer replacement methods, and there are various metrics
to evaluate the hotness of pages, among which frequency and
recency are the commonly used metrics to reflect the hot-
ness. In this study, we define two concepts Inter-Operation
Distance (IOD) and Operation Recency (OR) to reflect the
frequency and recency of a page operation, respectively.

Definition 1. Suppose the inter-operation set of a page
operation e is

IOSe = {ej |ps(e) � ej � e} (2)

Inter Operation Distance is defined as:

IODe = |IOSe| , if ps(e) 
= null (3)

IODe is the number of distinct operations performed be-
tween two consecutive “identical operations” on one page in-
cluding the operation itself. IODe does not exist if ps(e) =
null. Taking the operation sequence in Figure 1 as an ex-
ample, the IOD of the last read on page B is 3, and the IOD
of the last write on page A is 5. The smaller the IODe is,
the hotter operation e is. Note that, the average frequency
of an operation can be estimated by dividing the length of
operation sequence by the number of the occurrences of the
operation. However, such calculation is computationally ex-
pensive and infeasible in real applications. Therefore, we
use IOD to represent the frequency in our study.

BA FC H

Write operation Read operation

C C B A

Operation order

... ...B

Figure 1: Illustration of inter operation distance

Definition 2. Operation Recency of a page operation e
is defined as:

ORe = |{ej |e � ej � elatest}| (4)

The definition of ORe denotes the number of distinct op-
erations performed after e appeared. Note that recency is
the potential IOD in the future. If only one e is in the oper-
ation sequence, the value of IODe does not exist. When the
second e, i.e., the same operation on the same page, occurs,
ORe is equal to IODe. That means, the future IOD should
be no less than the current operation recency.

The two metrics (IODe and ORe) are complementary in
measuring the hotness of the corresponding page accessed by
e. The OR only reflects the freshness of the page operation,
while ignoring the long-term workload pattern. On the other
hand, only using IOD is problematic as the recency infor-
mation is not included. For example, if an operation with
low IOD never appears again in the operation sequence,
the value of IOD will never change. Therefore, we design
to integrate IOD and OR for page hotness determination.

Definition 3. Hotness of an operation e is reflected by
weighted sum of IOD and OR.

He = α ∗ IODe + (1− α) ∗ORe (5)
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Where α is a tuning parameter to determine the impor-
tance of the two factors, and the experimental tuning eval-
uation will be presented in our performance study. If IODe

does not exist, we use the value of ORe as that of IODe in
the above definition. He indicates the popularity of a page
according to the operation statistics.

3.3 Operation-aware Page weight
In Sec 3.1 & 3.2, we have discussed the operation-wise

page information which affects the buffer replacement strat-
egy. According to our observation and analysis, we need
to consider page state and page operation statistical infor-
mation to determine the importance of a page for buffer
management. We give the page weight in the Definition 4.
In the formula, Wp distinguishes the I/O time reduced by
buffering the page p as shown in Table 3, as well as the
hotness of read/write operations on the page.

Definition 4. Suppose r and w are the latest read and
write operations on page p, respectively. The weight of p
(Wp) is defined as:

Wp =

{
Cr/Hr + Cr/Hw, p is clean
Cr/Hr + (Cr + Cw)/Hw, p is dirty

(6)

Note that, if there is no previous read or write operation
on a certain page, the corresponding item in above Formula 6
should be zero. Given the definition of Wp, we can calculate
its value and choose the victim for buffer replacement using
Wp. The page with the minimum weight is chosen as the
victim. The algorithm will be presented in the next section.

4. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF FOR

In this section, we will introduce our algorithm for buffer
management based on the concept of operation-aware page
weight determination, named FOR, which stands for F lash-
based Operation-aware buffer Replacement. Due to the
computational complexity of FOR, we also design an ap-
proximated version of FOR, named FOR+, which achieves
O(1) time complexity on handling a page operation.

4.1 The FOR algorithm
Based on the concept of page weight Wp, we develop a

buffer replacement algorithm FOR, in which the page with
the minimum weight is chosen as the victim. We use an
LRU queue named operation list to facilitate computation
of IOD and OR. As shown in Figure 2, the operation list
stores the latest read and write operations for all the pages
that have been accessed. Note that, we only use page ID in
the list, and the pages may have already been evicted from
the buffer. These operations are adjusted in the LRU man-
ner. Thus the number of operations between the head and
operation e is ORe. When operation e comes again, ORe at
that time is IODe. On every operation performed, we can
calculate its IOD. Thus, OR and IOD can be calculated
for every operation in the operation list. Besides the data
structure shown in Figure 2, all the control information in-
cluding pointers to the node in operation list, pointer to the
real data page, IOD and the state information of the page
are integrated as a structure named frame. To accelerate
page and information accesses, all the frames are indexed
by an in-memory hash table according to page ID.

BA GFD A F HEC

Write operation Read operation

Operation list

head tail

D

Figure 2: Data structure of FOR

The detailed algorithm of FOR is listed as Algorithm 1.
If the buffer is full and thus an eviction is needed, we first
calculate ORs and weights for all pages (Lines 2–5), and
find a page with the minimum weight as victim (Lines 7-
11). After the operation, we calculate IOD if the operation
has already existed in the operation list (Line 16).

Algorithm 1: The FOR algorithm

Input: an operation request e on page p
if p is non-resident and buffer is full then1

foreach operation op in the operation list do2

calculate ORop;3

calculate the weight of the corresponding4

page;
end5

Wvictim=inf;6

foreach page pi in the buffer do7

if Wpi < Wvictim then8

update victim to pi;9

end10

end11

evict victim;12

end13

perform the operation;14

if e exists on operation list then15

adjust the operation list and calculate IODe;16

else17

add the operation to the head of operation list;18

end19

Upon each eviction, FOR calculates the weights for all ac-
cessed pages, and chooses the page with the lowest weight
as the victim. Suppose the working set of the database sys-
tem is n pages, and the buffer pool size is Sbuffer pages.
The loops in Lines 2–5 and 7–11 have the time complex-
ity of O(n) and O(Sbuffer ), respectively. Since in practice,
Sbuffer � n, the time complexity of handling a page oper-
ation in FOR is O(n). The efficiency is unacceptable in a
real database system. This motivates us to reduce the com-
putational complexity while taking the weight concept into
account.

4.2 An approximated version FOR+

The dominant computational cost of FOR algorithm is
the calculation of page weights in the buffer. To reduce the
time complexity, we have to design an efficient metric to
approximate the weight. In contrast to the numerical rep-
resentation of weight, we adopt categorical weight states to
approximate the weight of a page. That leads to an approx-
imated algorithm FOR+ with O(1) time complexity.

In Equation 6, there are two adding factors for each weight
state, including the page state and the operation hotness. So
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there are 4 high weight states in total. We can use 4 marks
RCH (Read Clean page High), WCH (Write Clean page
High), RDH (Read Dirty page High) and WDH (Write
Dirty page High) to represent the high weights for Cr/Hr,
Cr/Hw, Cr/Hr and (Cr + Cw)/Hw, respectively. Among
these four marks, RCH and RDH are with same cost and
similar semantic, so they can be combined to RH (Read
page High). On the other hand, once a page is written, the
state of page changes to dirty. So, WCH is volatile and we
only reserve the WDH mark for a dirty page. Consequently,
we utilize two weight status marks RH and WDH in our
proposed FOR+ approach.

For simplicity, FOR+ sets the marks according to the
value of IOD as the IOD reflects the access frequency, and
cleans the marks according to the value of OR to discard the
operation without reference for a long time. For example,
for a read operation e, if Cr/IODe is relatively high among
all the operations, we set e’s RH .

BA GFD A F HECOperation list

Upper queue Lower queue

B ECold page index

Write operation Read operation

Cold clean page Cold dirty page

D

Figure 3: Data structure of FOR+

FOR+ extends the data structure shown in Figure 2 to
facilitate the weight status mark determination. The oper-
ation list is divided into two virtual queues, i.e., Upper and
Lower, as illustrated in Figure 3. Overall, these two queues
work in the LRU manner as a whole, that is, the operation
evicted from Upper queue is inserted into Lower queue as
the head of Lower queue, while the operation hit on Lower
queue or Upper queue is moved to the head of Upper queue.
The most recent operation is inserted as the head of Upper
queue. Thus, it can be observed easily that the number of
operations from the head of Upper queue to an operation e
is ORe, and if an identical operation of e arrives, ORe at
that moment is IODe. For example, in Figure 3 the OR
of operation write E is 5, and if a write E happens at this
moment, IOD of write E is 5.

In FOR+, we try to ensure LUpper/Cr= LLower/Cw dur-
ing the buffer process, where LUpper and LLower stand for
length of Upper and Lower queues respectively. Thus, we
can derive: Cr/LUpper= (Cr+Cw)/(LLower+LUpper), which
is denoted as Mbound. We use the Mbound as the threshold
to allocate the marks. Take the read operation e on B, in
the Upper queue as an example, when another e comes, we
have IODe ≤ LUpper, that is, Cr/IODe ≥ Mbound. Thus,
B’s RH mark is set. Similarly, if a write hit on either Upper
or Lower queue means (Cr + Cw)/IODe ≥ Mbound, we set
the WDH mark. Initially, we assume both marks of newly
arrived pages are cleared.

The entire buffer pool in FOR+ is virtually divided into
two sub-pools, one for hot pages and the other for cold pages.
A page is cold if it is a clean page without setting the RH
mark, or it is a dirty page without setting RH or WDH .

Otherwise, the page is hot. In FOR+, only the cold pages
can be selected as the victim for buffer replacement. FOR+

ensures a certain ratio of cold pages (denoted as Rcold) in
the buffer, which is a tuning parameter in our algorithm. If
the corresponding marks of a page are set, the status of the
page will be upgraded to hot. Meanwhile, if the ratio of cold
pages in the buffer is lower than Rcold, we have to downgrade
a page to the cold page pool, and this process is named
as “Compensation”. The byproduct of the compensation
process is to maintain the ratio between LUpper and LLower,
and to shrink Upper queue or Lower queue to clear the marks
of less important pages.

The process of compensation is realized by shrinking Up-
per queue and Lower queue in turn. If LUpper/Cr > LLower/Cw,
the Upper queue shrinks; otherwise, the Lower queue does.
To shrink an operation queue, the tail operation of the queue
is removed and the mark of that page is cleared. According
to the operation types in different queues, we have following
cases corresponding to the mark status: 1) If a read oper-
ation is removed from Upper queue, the RH mark of the
corresponding page is cleared; 2) If a write operation is re-
moved from Lower queue, the WDH mark is cleared. After
that, a cold test is performed on the mark-cleared page, i.e.,
whether clean page with RH cleared, or a dirty page with
RH and WDH cleared. If the page is changed to cold, the
compensation process ends. Otherwise, the process above
repeats until one hot page is changed to cold. The tail oper-
ation removed from lower queue will be deleted to save the
space used, and this operation will be treated as new if the
page is accessed again in the future.

Algorithm 2: The FOR+ Algorithm

Input: an operation request, e
if the frame does not exist in hash table then1

create a new frame;2

end3

get the frame from hash table;4

if the frame is nonresident in buffer then5

Allocate free slot(Algorithm 3);6

end7

perform the operation;8

if e is read and hit on Upper queue then9

set e’s RH mark;10

end11

if e is write and (hit on Upper queue or on Lower12

queue) then
set e’s WDH mark;13

end14

adjust the Upper queue and Lower queue in LRU15

manner as a whole;
if the page operated is in cold page index then16

if the page operated is cold then17

adjust the cold page index in the LRU18

manner;
else19

remove the page from cold page index;20

end21

end22

Lcold= the number of cold pages in the buffer;23

if Lcold < Rcold ∗ Sbuffer then24

compensation (Algorithm 4);25

end26
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Figure 4: An example of FOR+

A cold page index is used to accelerate the eviction, as
illustrated in Figure 3. The cold page pool works in the
LRU manner. When a free slot is needed from the buffer,
the cold page which is not referenced for the longest time is
chosen as the victim. Page id instead of operation is stored
in cold page index. Cold page index is a queue acting in
the LRU manner. A new page is inserted at the head of
cold page index. Every access hit on the index will cause
the referenced page to be moved to the head, if the page
is not upgraded to hot. Hence, the tail page is selected as
the victim when a free slot is needed. With the help of cold
page index, the victim can be determined quickly when an
eviction takes place.

Algorithm 3: Allocate a free slot in FOR+

if buffer is not full then1

return any free slot;2

else3

get the tail from the cold page index;4

if the page is dirty then5

write back;6

end7

free and return the slot;8

end9

The overall process of FOR+ algorithm is given in Algo-
rithm 2. We extend a frame in FOR with the two weight
status marks. The algorithm first gets the frame information
and performs the operation (Lines 1-8). When a free page is
requested, Algorithm 3 is called. After the operation is per-
formed, the marks (Lines 9-14) and data structures (Lines

Algorithm 4: Compensation in FOR+

repeat1

if LUpper /Cr > LLower/Cw then /* Shrink2

Upper queue */

remove the tail operation from Upper queue;3

insert the operation into Lower queue;4

if the operation is read then5

clear the RH mark;6

end7

else /* Shrink Lower queue */8

remove the tail operation from Lower queue;9

if the operation is write then10

clear the WDH mark;11

end12

end13

change = whether the clear marked page is14

changed from hot to cold;
if change then15

add the page to the head of the cold page16

index;
end17

until a cold page is added ;18

15-22) are updated. The queue adjustment process (Line 15)
includes 1) inserting a new item into the head and 2) adjust-
ing the queue in the LRU manner if one item is hit on the
queue. The operation hit on Lower queue is also moved to
the head of Upper queue. If the buffer pool is full, one page
will be evicted from the buffer. Once a cold page is changed
to hot, compensation may be called to change a hot page to
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a cold one (Lines 23-26) so that the number of cold page is
constant in the buffer. Algorithm 4 illustrates the process
of compensation. Compensation is done by shrinking Upper
queue and Lower queue in turn, during which some marks
are cleared, until a hot page is changed to cold.

An example is given in Figure 4 illustrating the process of
FOR+. Figure 4 (a) shows the initial state of the operation
list and the cold page index. Suppose a write on the page
C. According to FOR+, the buffer state is shown in Figure
4 (b). Operation write C is moved to the head of Upper
queue. Since this operation is a hit on the operation list,
C’s WDH is set. Similarly, we can handle a read on page
B, and the buffer state is shown in Figure 4 (c). As reading
B is a hit on Upper queue, B’s RH is set, and B is removed
from cold page index. The compensation process is invoked,
because LUpper/Cr > LLower/Cw. The operation at the
end of Lower queue, operation H , is removed and inserted
to the head of the cold page index. After that, reading F
is performed, and a buffer miss occurs (Figure 4 (d)). To
free a page slot, the end of the cold page index, E, is evicted
from the buffer. As Lcold<Rcold ∗ Sbuffer , one page will be
compensated. First, the write operation on D is removed
from Lower queue, and its WDH mark is cleared. However,
D is still not cold, so we continue the compensation process.
As LUpper/Cr < LLower/Cw, the read operation on D is
moved from the tail of Upper queue to the head of Lower
queue and RH operation of D is cleared. Thus, page D has
no mark set, and it is inserted into the cold page index.

Since we simply record the page operation and page ID
in the queue, our approach only introduces negligible space
overhead compared with the buffered data. Each operation
insertion and removal have the time complexity of O(1).
Note that, one operation is only removed once during the
compensation process.

5. PERFORMANCE STUDY
In this section, we conduct a trace-driven simulation in-

cluding benchmark and synthetic workloads to evaluate the
effectiveness of our approach, and the experimental results
are illustrated in comparison with some state-of-the-art flash-
based buffer replacement algorithms, including CFLRU [25],
LRUWSR [11], CCFLRU [19] and CASA [23]. The simula-
tion is developed in Visual Studio 2010 using C#. All ex-
periments are run on a Windows 7 PC with a 2.4 GHz Intel
Quad CPU and 2 GB of physical memory.

5.1 Experimental setup
We use both real and synthetic traces for performance

evaluation. Three benchmark traces on transactional pro-
cessing are deployed, namely TATP [3], TPC-B, and TPC-
C. To get the traces on buffer page accesses, we run the three
benchmarks on PostgreSQL 8.3.5 with default settings, e.g.,
the page size is 8KB. For each benchmark, we run a sufficient
period of time around 3 hours, including a 30-minute warm-
up period. For all benchmarks, the number of clients is 20.
Specification on the traces was given in Table 4. For the
synthetic trace, we generate a operation sequence conform-
ing to 80/20 distribution as those in the previous study [10],
and an operation is randomly assigned as a read or a write
such that the ratio of write operations ranges from 10% to
50%.

We consider two performance metrics: Buffer Hit Ratio
which records the percentage of page hits in the buffer, and

Table 4: Specification on the Traces
Page Number
(thousands)

Reference Num-
ber (millions)

Write Ratio

TATP 50.6 2.5 4.6%
TPC-B 259 12.7 3.3%
TPC-C 95.7 16.8 16.3%
Synthetic 300 10 10%-50%

I/O cost per operation which is the result of total I/O time
divided by number of operations. In our experiment, I/O
cost per operation is used to evaluate the performance be-
sides the traditional hit rate metric. The reason is that the
read and write latency in flash-based systems are different,
which actually motivates our work. We employ two types of
settings for read and write asymmetry. One represents the
NAND flash, i.e., Cr and Cw are 100μs and 800μs respec-
tively for the 8K page [1]. We select one popular Samsung
SSD [2] as the SSD representative, also used in [17, 18]. The
parameters used in our experiments are listed in Table 5.
Unless stated explicitly, the default parameter values, given
in bold, are used.

Table 5: Experimental Parameters
Parameter Value

Sbuffer (pages) 32, 64, 128, ..., 16384
Cr, Cw(μs) 100, 800 (for flash chip)

245, 9663 (for Samsung SSD)
α 0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1

Rcold 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.5

5.2 Parameter tuning of FOR approaches
We first evaluate the effect of the tuning parameter α in

FOR and Rcold in FOR+ on the buffer performance. α
shown in Definition 3 is a tuning parameter for the im-
portance of IOD and OR in page weight determination,
and Rcold is the percentage of cold pages which can be se-
lected as a victim for buffer replacement FOR+. We use
the synthetic trace in the default setting. As FOR is time
consuming, we generate a trace with 1000 page operations.

As shown in Figure 5 (a), the performance curve is con-
cave, meaning that there is an optimal α that should be used.
When α is zero, only the recency information is considered;
when α = 1, the frequency is the only used information. The
best performance is obtained when α is around 0.4 - 0.6, in-
dicating that we should take both frequency and recency
into account for optimal performance. Thus, IOD and OR
are integrated to measure the hotness of the corresponding
page in FOR. Figure 5 (b) shows the performance of FOR+

by varying Rcold. If Rcold is too small, a recently used page
may be evicted, because the page becomes hot only when
it has been accessed more than twice. On the other hand,
a larger Rcold decreases the buffer space used to store the
frequently used pages. In our experiment, the optimal value
for Rcold is 0.1.

Comparing the I/O cost per operation of FOR and FOR+

in Figure 5, we found FOR+ performs only slightly worse
than FOR. This shows that the approximation in FOR+

can effectively model the page hotness. However, it takes
FOR over 120 times longer than FOR+ to run this trace,
due to the high time complexity of operation process in
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Figure 6: Buffer replacement performance on synthetic workload

FOR. Therefore, FOR+ is a more promising choice for
buffer replacement in real flash-based systems, and we only
use FOR+ in the following experiments.

5.3 Comparison with other techniques
We first demonstrate the results on synthetic workloads,

followed by more experimental results on TATP, TPC-B and
TPC-C.

5.3.1 Results on Synthetic Workloads
The experimental results on synthetic traces are shown in

Figure 6. The write ratio is fixed to be 20%. The window
size of CFLRU is set to 0.5, and the parameter of LIRS is set
to 0.01. The buffer size ranges from 32 to 16384 pages. As
the buffer size increases, the average operation cost of all the
algorithms decreases rapidly. Overall, FOR+ exceeds CASA
by 5%-10%, has similar performance to CCFLRU, and sig-
nificantly outperforms other algorithms by up to 100% on
flash chip. As CCFLRU always allocates a rather high pri-
ority on dirty page, it can prevent the write operations as
much as possible at the cost of more read operations. We can
also see CCFLRU is more sensitive to traces in our later ex-
periments on public benchmarks. LRUWSR, CFLRU and
LRU have similar performance trends, as both LRUWSR
and CFLRU are based on LRU. LIRS always outperforms
LRU, but the difference becomes smaller as the buffer size
increases. This is because LIRS keeps some historical infor-
mation, which is more useful for a small buffer. The differ-

ence between FOR+ and other algorithms is more significant
on SSD, since the I/O asymmetry is larger on SSD.

Figure 7 shows the performance by varying the write ratio
and with the buffer size fixed to 4096. The I/O costs per
operation of all the algorithms increase, as the write ratio
increases. The CCFLRU and FOR+ perform similarly and
better than others (e.g., up to 30% lower I/O cost than
CFLRU), since both of them gives higher priority to dirty
pages than other algorithms.
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Figure 7: Performance effected by write ratio

5.3.2 Results on Benchmark Workloads
We first focus on comparing FOR+ with other flash-based

algorithms. Figures 8 (a), (b), (d) and (e) show I/O costs per
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Figure 8: Comparison on buffer replacement performance

Table 6: Read and write counts to SSD on TATP for different algorithms

Buffer Size(pages)
CFLRU LRUWSR CCFLRU CASA FOR+

read write read write read write read write read write
32 1766205 105547 1685335 107528 1861041 102910 1705125 106094 1664170 94693
64 1591511 101583 1512794 104724 1633644 97465 1526095 102114 1455070 86751
128 1406144 95445 1325756 100226 1469433 90757 1338712 95374 1291214 83650
256 1214153 88971 1130193 93707 1325149 85819 1149824 88693 1131086 82368
512 1017177 84863 914505 87668 1156174 83295 940055 84687 951406 81901
1024 770001 82629 669042 84077 975519 81596 693858 82548 736001 81410

operation of different approaches by varying the buffer size.
FOR+ is about 5–20% better than other algorithms aver-
agely. The four competitors are based on LRU, which only
takes recency and state of the page into consideration. How-
ever, The proposed FOR+ algorithm exploits the read/write
asymmetry and operation statistics for buffer replacement,
thus it is more adaptive to system characteristics. The
clean pages are much easier to be evicted in CFLRU than
LRUWSR, because the cold clean page is evicted first, only if
there is no cold clean page, victim will be selected on other
pages as LRUWSR. Even though the buffer size is large,
too many clean pages are evicted by CCFLRU which in-
creases the number of read operation. This is why CCFLRU
is worse than CFLRU and LRUWSR for large buffer size.
CASA has very similar performance with LRUWSR. CASA
only employs the access information of pages in the buffer
which losses most of the historical information compared
with FOR+.

The I/O cost of each algorithm on SSD is illustrated in
Figures 8 (b) & (e). FOR+ yields more performance ad-
vantage over the competitors. Since the Cw/Cr of SSD is
much larger than flash chip, the performance difference is
more significant on SSD. CCFLRU performs relatively bet-

ter on SSD compared with the case on flash chip, because
the increment of Cw/Cr makes it more worthwhile to hold
dirty pages in the buffer.

Figures 8 (c) and (f) show buffer hit ratios for SSD set-
tings. The number of I/O read/write operations for TATP
are also listed in Table 6. From the figures, we observe that
the hit ratio of every algorithm increases with the enlarge-
ment of buffer size. All the flash-based algorithms aim to
reduce some write operations at the expense of more read
operations. The hit rate gain of our approach FOR+ is not
significant as that on I/O cost. From Table 6, we can see
that the number of I/O write operations of FOR+ is smaller
than thoseof other algorithms, which means FOR+ pro-
vides a better hit ratio of write operations. CFLRU always
holds dirty pages in its window, while LRUWSR gives dirty
pages only one more chance to be kept in the buffer. Con-
sequently, the number of I/O write operations of CFLRU is
smaller than that of LRUWSR. CFLRU decreases the effec-
tive buffer space for clean pages. The hit ratio of CFLRU is
clearly lower than LRUWSR.

FOR+ outperforms CCFLRU, because CCFLRU fails to
detect hot clean pages. As Table 6 shows, CCFLRU often
has a much larger number of read operations than FOR+.
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(a) I/O cost of TATP on flash chip
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(b) I/O cost of TATP on SSD
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(c) I/O cost of TPC-B on flash chip
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(d) I/O cost of TPC-B on SSD
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(e) I/O cost of TPC-C on flash chip
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Figure 9: More results on buffer replacement performance

Among these competitors, CCFLRU introduces most read
operations in all cases.

More experimental comparisons are included in Figure 9.
Besides the flash-based methods, we also include two tra-
ditional disk-based algorithms, i.e., LRU and LIRS [8]. We
show the experimental results with larger range of buffer size
from 32 to 16382 pages. The proposed FOR+ is the best
algorithm in most cases. The comparison on the hit ratio is
similar to those in Figure 8, and we omit the results.

The performance gain decreases when the buffer size in-
creases. This phenomena is reasonable and consistent with
the findings in previous buffer management studies [11, 19].
As the buffer size increases, all the algorithms can hold more
pages in the buffer. The hit ratio increases and the room for
performance improvement becomes small.
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Figure 10: Performance effected by Cw/Cr

FOR+ is able to adjust its policy according to flash char-
acteristics in order to achieve better performance. The per-
formance with varying Cw/Cr is given in Figure 10. We
normalize Cr to be one, and range Cw from 2 to 128, so
that the Cw/Cr cover the situations of most SSDs. The
experiments are performed on TPC-B with buffer size 128
pages. As the ratio increases, the performance advantage of
FOR+ over other algorithm becomes larger. Our proposed
approach well exploits the locality of read/write operation
as well as the read/write asymmetry of the flash memory.

We further investigate the impact of different database
sizes. Table 7 shows the I/O cost per operation for the TPC-
C traces on 0.5GB to 4GB databases. We fix the buffer to
10% of total database size. FOR+’s consistently outper-
forms other algorithms for different database sizes.

Table 7: Performance on TPC-C(μs) with 10%
buffer/data ratio

Database Size(GB) 0.5 1 2 4
LRU 50.8 46.1 41.0 51.8

CFLRU 47.6 42.8 37.6 45.8
LRUWSR 48.7 43.9 38.7 48.0

LIRS 47.9 42.7 37.4 46.3
CCFLRU 49.5 44.4 39.1 44.8
CASA 49.4 45.4 40.4 48.7

FOR+ 45.0 39.8 35.0 42.7

Finally, we examine the average processing time for each
operation as the computational overhead of buffer manage-
ment. Table 8 shows the average processing time per op-
eration when the buffer size is 128 pages. The results are
similar for other buffer sizes. Since FOR+ records more in-
formation and adopts additional lists compared with other
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Table 8: Execution time(μs) for per operation
TATP TPC-B TPC-C

LRU 3.9 3.9 4.3
CFLRU 4.1 4.0 4.4
LRUWSR 4.0 3.9 4.5

LIRS 4.5 4.1 4.7
CCFLRU 4.2 4.0 4.4
CASA 4.1 4.2 4.3

FOR+ 4.8 4.4 5.2

strategies, it has the largest average processing time per
operation. Nevertheless, the time difference is less than 1
μs, which has negligible impact on the overall performance
(compared with the I/O costs, shown in Figure 8).

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The inherent features of flash memory pose great chal-

lenges for buffer management in flash-based systems. In
this paper, we have presented a novel buffer replacement
method named FOR to deal with the read/write asymme-
try of flash memory. The proposed FOR algorithm ex-
ploits the read/write characteristics of flash memory and
the operation-wise statistical information to determine the
weight of buffered pages. Due to the computational com-
plexity of FOR algorithm, we have developed an approxi-
mated version FOR+ with novel data structure to reduce
the computational complexity while preserving the key con-
cepts in the weight determination of FOR. The experimen-
tal study on benchmark and synthetic traces demonstrates
up to 20% improvements over some state-of-the-art flash-
based buffer replacement strategies. As for future work, we
plan to study write clustering on FOR+, and to integrate
the FOR+ into a DBMS.
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